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Disney's Moana will be available in Across Funko's many vinyl lines. Whether you're a fan of POP!, Dorbz, Rock Candy or Mystery Minis, Disney's latest animated feature film has something for you. The POP!s contain 6 versions of Moana and 2 of Maui. Maui will come in a standard edition and [...] Read more... Andre the Giant arrives in September. His glam shot doesn't have the red oval that usually
points to a 6 oversized POP! Figure. I suspect that it will be slightly taller than normal size (i.e. Killer Croc or Cthulu). With Andre in September, the Bella Twins will be in their own boxes. Then in [...] Read more... Game of Thrones Series 2 Mystery Minis have been added to the prize guide. Click on the image to see the listings to add to your wish list. 17 Regular Figures and 3 Hot Topic Exclusives form the
2nd edition. [...] Read more... 20 new Funko Mystery Minis for Disney's Frozen are here. 17 regular release exclusives and 3 hot topic exclusives. Will you add one or all of this data to your collection? Will this be the first set to lure you into the world of Mystery Minis? Click on the image to see the full listing [...] Read more... The heroines of the DC universe are shrinking to their size to fight crime as part of
Funko's latest series of Mystery Mini DC bombshells. A dozen new characters and three exclusives form the set, which arrives with a rarity of 1/12 and familiar faces like Bat Girl, Harley Quinn [...] Read more... Hot Topic has a month of exclusives coming in June. 5 new exclusive POP! and a new Mystery Mini with 3 exclusives. DC, Marvel, Disney and Harry Potter are all represented in this great collection.
Pop! Batgirl (Diamond Collection) PandaPool with Chase – Pandapool (Flocked) Raven as Lady Legasus Jack-Jack (Chrome) Mystery Minis Harry Potter [...] Read more... Funko has announced two new lines of mystery items – Marvel Mini Plush and DC Mini Plush Keychain. I will have the pictures told here, because there is not much to say about them in terms of product technology. But I have a few
words. You always notice that everything new from Taco Bell is just [...] Read more... The Pixar coco feature this fall will include several additions to the Funko catalog. In addition to a complete set of Mystery Minis (plus some Toys R Us Exclusive), the Dorbz line will see Miguel, Hector and a Glow in the Dark Miguel, and the Pop Disney series will include Miguel, a tracking version of Miguel without [...]
Read more... Walgreens will be loaded with Star Wars exclusives in abundance this month! Keep the Medical Droid, Clone Commander Cody and two new pop-shaped praetorian guards for 2-1B, not to mention Wedge Antilles on his Snowspeeder and Luke vs. Vader in the City Duel, one of Funko's first diorama pieces. In addition to [...] Read more... After Funko's initial wave of Kingdom Hearts pops, fans
were confused by the absence of Sora, Riku and the rest of the gang! If you were one of these fans, you will pleased to know that a new wave is coming this winter, the Sora, Riku, Kairi and an adorable heartless that will have one [...] Read more... Force Friday II is upon us and the stores will soon be paved with Star Wars: The Last Jedi toys and collectibles! But what will Funko have to offer us tomorrow?
Answer? A lot. Check out the full Last Jedi line-up below. You can also get repackaged pops from Captain Phasma, Snowtrooper and Flametrooper from The Force Awakens line. [...] Read more... Thanks to Entertainment Weekly, we have our first look at a slew of Mad Max: Fury Road-inspired collectibles coming from Funko later this year! Pop! Furiosa will have a 1/6 chase variant with glasses and blood
spatter. Mad Max also has a few variants, although it is not quite certain yet whether you [...] Read more... Funko have just announced a number of new Teen Titans Go! Products! Starfire and Raven join the Rock Candy family, and Toys R Us adds a few more exclusive Raven variants to their Resumes! Look at them below. A whole series of Mystery Minis are coming to you! And in traditional Funko
fashion, [...] Read more... When you're on the market for the upcoming Star Wars Mystery Minis and are ready to get a complete set, ready to expand your search! In addition to the Standard 12 of Princess Leia, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, C-3PO, Stormtrooper, Grand Moff Tarkin, Hammerhead, Snaggletooth, Chewbacca, Walrus Man, Greedo, Shadow Trooper, Ben Kenobi, Jawa and [...] Read more...
Hey, so I'm going to collect Funko Pops now! I wondered which site is better to keep track of Funko Pops? To check my collection, keep up to date, prices, or even new pops coming out! Page 2 11 Comments
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